
An Algorithm for computing Weierstrass PointsF. HessComputer Science Department,Woodland Road, University of Bristol, BS8 1UB, UKAbstract. We develop algorithms for computing di�erentiations andWeierstrass points of algebraic curves in any characteristic. As an ap-plication we explain how this can be used to compute special models ofcurves together with a map to P1 of low degree.1 IntroductionA Weierstrass point on a non-singular irreducible algebraic curve is a point Pfor which there exist functions on the curve with unusual pole orders at P andno poles everywhere else. The �nite set of Weierstrass points forms an importantinvariant of a curve which is of particular use for the study of automorphisms.Using Weierstrass points it can for example be shown that the automorphismgroup of a curve is �nite.The theory of Weierstrass points over the base �eld C dates back to the 19thcentury. The generalization of the theory to base �elds of any characteristic wascarried out around 1935 in a series of works [4{6, 13, 14, 18], most notably byF. K. Schmidt. Over �nite �elds as base �elds a variation of the theory yields aproof of the Riemann hypothesis for curves and several improvements on it [17].In this paper we will focus on algorithmic aspects of the theory in arbi-trary characteristic. Using the framework in [7] we describe algorithms for thecomputation of di�erentiations (alias higher derivatives) and Weierstrass places,speaking in terms of the function �eld of a given curve. As an application ofthese algorithms we devise an algorithm for computing special models of curvestogether with a map to P1 of low degree. In practice, using simpli�ed insteadof unwieldy models speeds up computations considerably. One among many ex-amples for this is the integration of elliptic and hyperelliptic functions, see thediscussion in [8]. The algorithms of this work have been implemented in Kash [11]and Magma [1, 2].We also give a brief exposition of the main statements of the theory of Weier-strass points in arbitrary characteristic as in [6, 13{15, 17]. For the convenienceof the reader we do provide proofs since the prior expositions are di�erent orsomewhat unaccessible.2 PreliminariesFor the purpose of the paper we will focus on the function �elds of curves ratherthan the curves themselves. By F=k we denote throughout an algebraic function



�eld of transcendence degree one over the exact constant �eld k. We refer to [16]for the theory of algebraic function �elds. We assume further that F=k has aseparating element and is conservative, i.e. its genus g is invariant under constant�eld extensions. There are further restrictions on k for the algorithms in [7] towork, but k perfect is a su�cient condition. By [7] we further assume that we havealgorithms to compute in F=k as a �eld and k(x)-vector space for x a separatingelement, that we can compute with places, divisors and Riemann-Roch spacesL(D) = fa 2 F� j (a) +D � 0 g [ f0g for divisors D. In addition we will needto compute with di�erentials in F=k. Implementations of such algorithms areavailable in Kash [11] and Magma [1, 2].The algebraic closure of k is denoted by �k and the conorm map from F=kto a constant �eld extension Fk1=k1 by conFk1=F . Also, i(D) is the index ofspeciality of the divisor D.3 Weierstrass PlacesIn this section we state the main de�nitions and theorems about Weierstrassplaces. More generally we will consider D-Weierstrass places for D a divisor,which occurred �rst in [12].De�nition 1 Let D be a divisor and P a place of degree one of F=k. The number� 2 Z�1 is called D-gap number of P if L(D + (� � 1)P ) = L(D + �P ) and itis called D-pole number of P if equality does not hold.In other words, an integer � is a D-pole number of P precisely if there isan element a 2 F such that vP 0(a) + vP 0(D) � 0 for all places P 0 6= P andvP (a) + vP (D) + � = 0. Typically one thinks of D = 0 in which case D-gap andD-pole numbers are simply called gap and pole numbers respectively.We remark that if � is not a D-gap number then dim(D + (� � 1)P ) =dim(D + �P ) � 1 since deg(P ) = 1. Also, linearly equivalent divisors have thesame gap numbers for every P .Theorem 2 All but �nitely many places of degree one from constant �eld ex-tensions Fk1=k1 have the same conFk1=F (D)-gap numbers.Proof. Follows from Corollary 19 and the remark after Algorithm 30.De�nition 3 The D-gap numbers of F=k are de�ned to be the numbers commonto almost all places in Theorem 2. A place of degree one of F=k is called D-Weierstrass place if its D-gap numbers are di�erent from the D-gap numbersof F=k.One of the main tasks of this paper is to explain how to compute D-gapnumbers and D-Weierstrass places of F=k.Proposition 4 Every D-gap number � of P satis�es 1 � � � 2g� 1� deg(D).There are i(D) many D-gap numbers of P .



Proof. Follows from Proposition 12 and Proposition 13.The usual Weierstrass places and gap numbers of F=k are the D-Weierstrassplaces and D-gap numbers for D = 0 the zero divisor. The numbers in Z�1which are not gap numbers at a place P are called pole numbers of P . Theyoccur as pole orders of elements of F=k at P and form an additive semigroup,the so called Weierstrass semigroup at P .Theorem 5 There exists at least one Weierstrass place of F �k=�k for g � 2. Forg 2 f0; 1g there are no Weierstrass places.Proof. Follows from Corollary 20 (the rami�cation divisor of F=k is zero if andonly if g 2 f0; 1g).4 Di�erentiationsClassically Weierstrass places are related with di�erential calculus and higherderivatives by the Wronskian determinant, to be explained in the next section.In positive characteristic p every j-th derivative dja=dxj for a; x 2 F and xseparating vanishes identically for j � p, making them useless for forming theWronskian determinant. Thus j-th derivatives have to be de�ned di�erentlyin positive characteristic, leading to di�erentiations. The rest of the section ishowever valid in any characteristic.De�nition 6 Let S=R be an unitary extension of entire rings. A di�erentiationof R is a homomorphism D : R! S[[t]], a 7!P1i=0D(i)(a)ti such that D(0)(a) =a for all a 2 R. The di�erentiation D is called iterative if its image is containedin R[[t]] and D(i) �D(j) = �i+ji � �D(i+j).We remark that D(i) will take over the role of an i-th derivative. Let D : R!R[[t]] be a di�erentiation. Upon identifying R with D(R) we obtain a di�erentia-tion D0 : D(R)! D(R)[[t0]], b 7!P1j=0D(D(j)(D�1(b)))t0j . On the other handwe get a di�erentiation Dt : D(R) ! R[[t]][[t0]] de�ned by t 7! t + t0. We havethat D is iterative if and only if D0 = Dt. Indeed, let a 2 R and b = D(a) =P1i=0D(i)(a)ti. Clearly D0(b) = P1j=0 t0jP1i=0D(i)(D(j)(a))ti. On the otherhand a straightforward calculation shows Dt(b) =P1j=0 t0jP1i=j �ij�D(i)(a)ti�j .Substituting i by i+ j yields the equivalence. A trivial example of an iterativedi�erentiation is D(a) = a, where every element in R can be regarded as anabsolute di�erentiation constant.Let S be a �eld. A di�erentiation of D : R ! S[[t]] can be extended inprecisely one way to the �eld of fractions Q(R) of R because of D(0)(a) = a.Let R be a �eld and � 2 S. Assume � is a root of the monic and separablepolynomial f 2 R[x]. Denote by D(f) 2 D(R)[x] the polynomial obtained fromf by applyingD coe�cientwise. By Hensel's lemma, D(f) has a unique root �0 2S[[t]] such that �0 = � mod t. Hence there is precisely one extension ofD to R[�],given by � 7! �0. In both cases, ifD is iterative then its extension is also iterative.



To see this assume that D : R ! R[[t]] is iterative and let D̂ be the extensionof D. The image of D̂ is contained in Q(R)[[t]] and R[�][[t]] respectively. SinceD is iterative we have D0 = Dt. But D̂0 and D̂t are extensions of D0 and Dtrespectively. Hence D̂0 = D̂t because of the proven uniqueness properties, and D̂is iterative. If � is transcendental over R we can extend D in more than one way.The main example is to extend by � 7! �+t. ThenD(0)(�) = �, D(1)(�) = 1 andD(j)(�) = 0 for j > 1. Hence D0(�+ t) = (�+ t)+ t0. But Dt(�+ t) = �+(t+ t0)so this extension is iterative if D on R is.De�nition 7 A di�erentiation of a function �eld F=k is a di�erentiation of Fsuch that D(a) = a for all a 2 k. The di�erentiation is called with respect to xand written Dx if x 2 F is a separating element and D(x) = x+ t.Lemma 8 For every separating element x 2 F there is exactly one di�erentia-tion Dx with respect to x. Furthermore, Dx is iterative and D(1)x = d=dx.Proof. The �rst statements follow from the above discussion, extending the triv-ial di�erentiation D(a) = a from k to F via x 7! x + t. For the last we haveD(1)x = d=dx on k[x] because of x 7! x+ t. This is then also true on the separableextension F=k(x) by the uniqueness of extending the derivation d=dx, since D(1)xis also a derivation on F .Lemma 9 Let P be a place of degree one of F=k and � 2 F a local uniformizerat P . Let � : F �! k((�)) be the homomorphism which maps elements ofF to their P -adic expansions. Then �(D(j)� (a)) = P1i=i0 �ij�ai�i�j for �(a) =P1i=i0 ai�i and a 2 F .Proof. We obtain a di�erentiation on k((�)) by � 7! � + t which restricts to adi�erentiation of F via the embedding � and which extends the di�erentiationD� on k[�]. Since � is separating, both di�erentiations must coincide. The resultnow follows from the binomial series of (� + t)j .By Lemma 8 and the iterativity property we have D(j)x = j!�1dj=dxj incharacteristic zero. Lemma 9 also shows D� : oP ! oP [[t]] and that � : oP !k[[�]] is obtained from following D� by the coe�cientwise reduction mod P andsubstituting � for t.Consider the �eld of fractions eF of the Dedekind domain F 
k F . F hastwo embeddings 1
k F and F 
k 1 into eF . We write F� = 1
k F and identifyF = F 
k 1. For a = a0 
k 1 in F we denote the corresponding element 1
k a0in F� by a�. Now eF is a function �eld over the exact constant �eld F� and thegeneric place PF of F is the place of degree one of eF=F� whose residue classmap restricted to F is given by a 7! a�. The function �eld eF=F� is the constant�eld extension of F by F� and PF is equivalent to the generic point on a curvehaving F=k as a function �eld. Since PF is of degree one we have an embeddingeF �! F�((t)) where t 2 eF is a local uniformizer of PF . We have that x 2 Fis separating precisely if x � x� is a local uniformizer for PF . The restriction ofthis embedding to F yields an embedding �t : F �! F�[[t]].



Theorem 10 Upon identifying F and F� we have Dx = �x�x� for any separat-ing element x 2 F .Proof. Identifying F and F� the map �x�x� clearly de�nes a di�erentiation ofF . Restricted to k[x] it is given by x 7! x� + t since this expresses a polynomialin the local uniformizer t = x � x�. On k[x] it is hence equal to Dx. Since x isseparating the equality of Dx and �x�x� on F follows from the uniqueness ofextensions of di�erentiations.We can extend Dx to eF by setting Dx(a) = a for a 2 F�, or by F�-linearityin other words. This equals the di�erentiation Dx obtained by x viewed as sep-arating element of eF and we also have Dx = �x�x� on eF .By Theorem 10 the change of separating element for a di�erentation hasthe e�ect of changing the local uniformizer. More precisely, let x; y 2 F beseparating. Then �y�y�(x � x�) = Dy(x � x�) = Dy(x) = dx=dy � t + O(t2)and this series has to be substituted for t in Dx(a) in order to obtain Dy(a)for a 2 F . This discussion yields the usual chain rule for (higher) derivatives.The other familiar rules follow from the properties of a di�erentiation as inDe�nition 6 and 7.5 Orders and Rami�cation Divisors of Linear SystemsLet L be a linear system of F=k. Recall that L is a set of e�ective divisorsf (a) + E j a 2 V nf0g g for a divisor E and some k-linear subspace V of L(E).We say that L is de�ned by E and V . The complete linear system L de�ned byE is the linear system de�ned by E and L(E). If L is de�ned by E and V thenit is clearly also de�ned by E � (a) and aV for any a 2 F�. Furthermore, forany E 2 L we have that L is de�ned by E and the k-linear space V generatedby f a 2 F� j (a) = D � E for D 2 L g. So alternatively one can think of L asan equivalence class of tuples (E; V ), where (E; V ) � (E � (a); aV ).In the following we write deg(L) := deg(E) and dim(L) := dim(V ). Also, letL(�P ) := fD 2 L j vP (D) � � g for � 2 Z�0.De�nition 11 Let L be a linear system and P a place of degree one. The integer� 2 Z�0 is called (Wronskian) order of L at P if L(�P ) 6= L((�+ 1)P ).Any P for which 0 is not an order of L is called a base point of L. Let L bea linear system de�ned by E and V . We write V (�P ) := f a 2 V j vP (a) � � g.Then V (�P ) 6= V ((�+ 1)P ) if and only if � is an order of L.Proposition 12 Let L be the complete linear system de�ned by W �D. Then� is a D-gap number of P if and only if �� 1 is an order of L at P .Proof. Abbreviate V = L(W � D). From the theorem of Riemann-Roch weobtaindim(D + (�� 1)P )� dim(D + �P ) = i(D + (�� 1)P )� i(D + �P )� 1;



so � is a D-gap number if and only if i(D + (� � 1)P ) > i(D + �P ). We havedimV (�P ) = i(D+�P ), so this is equivalent to V ((��1)P ) 6= V (�P ) and ��1being an order of V at P .According to Proposition 12, in order to compute gap numbers and Weier-strass places it su�ces to investigate the orders of L at various places.Proposition 13 Every order � of L at P satis�es 0 � � � deg(L). There aredim(L) orders of L at P .Proof. Let L be de�ned by E and V such that vP (E) = 0. Then V (�P ) �L(E � �P ). By de�nition, � � 0. Furthermore, for � > deg(L) = deg(E) wehave dim V (�P ) � dim(E � �P ) = 0 and hence V (�P ) = V ((� + 1)P ) = 0,so this � is not an order. Thus 0 � � � deg(L) for orders. In order to provethat there are dim(L) = dim(V ) orders we take � : F �! k((�)) to be a P -adic expansion map. We have that k-linearly independent elements are mappedto k-linearly independent series. Using a Gaussian elimination process we seethat there is a unique basis wi of V such that �(wi) = ��i + O(��i+1) and0 � �1 < � � � < �dim(L). Thus the �i are all dim(L) orders of L.We now want to investigate the orders of L de�ned by E and V for almostall places simultaneously. For this we consider the linear system L as a linearsystem of ~F via the conorm map and investigate it at the generic place PF .De�nition 14 The orders of L are de�ned to be the orders of L at PF .Proposition 15 Let L be de�ned by E and V and let v1; : : : ; vn be a k-basis ofV . Let x be a separating element of F=k. The orders of L are the lexicographicallysmallest integers 0 = "1 < � � � < "n such that det(D("i)x (vj))i;j 6= 0: The followingtransformation properties hold: If wi = Pj �i;jvj and (�i;j)i;j 2 kn�n thendet(D("i)x (wj))i;j = det(�i;j)i;j det(D("i)x (vj))i;j : Moreover det(D("i)x (avj))i;j =an det(D("i)x (vj))i;j for a 2 F . If y is separating variable then det(D("i)y (vj))i;j =(dx=dy)Pi "i det(D("i)x (vj))i;j : We have "i � �i if 0 � �1 < � � � < �n are integerssuch that det(D(�i)x (vj))i;j 6= 0, or if the �i are the orders of L at a place P .Proof. Using Theorem 10 and its notation we have Dx = �x�x� , so Proposi-tion 15 is nothing else but a proposition about PF -adic expansions. The �rsttransformation property is clear by the F�-linearity of �x�x� . Analogous tothe proof of Proposition 13 we can consider a basis wi of Pi F�vi of the form�x�x�(wi) = bit"i +O(t"i+1) with some bi 2 F�� , obtained by a transformationof determinant one. Clearly det(D("i)x (vj))i;j = det(D("i)x (wj))i;j =Qi bi and thelexicographical minimality of the "i and "1 = 0 follow immediately. Furthermore,multiplication by a and changing the local uniformizer are F�-linear operations,so any two bases with equal determinant are mapped to bases with equal deter-minant by these operations. Because of �(awi) = a�bit"i +O(t"i+1) for a� 2 F�and �y�y�(wi) = bi(dx�=dy�)"it"i +O(t"i+1) the two transformation statements



follow immediately. Finally, because of the construction, "r is the smallest indexsuch that the span of the (D(m)x (vj))j for 0 � m < "r has dimension r � 1. Thisimplies the �rst statement about the �i. For the second we may assume thatvP (E) = 0. But then det(D(�i)x (vj))i;j 6= 0 from the proof of Proposition 13.De�nition 16 Let L be a linear system de�ned by E and V . Let v1; : : : ; vn bea basis of V , x a separating element of F=k and "1; : : : ; "n be the orders of L.The divisor R(L) := (det(D("i)x (vj))i;j)+(Pi "i)(dx)+nE is called rami�cationdivisor of L.By Proposition 15 the rami�cation divisor depends indeed only on L. Thedeterminants in Proposition 15 are called Wronskian determinants.Theorem 17 Let L be a linear system, "i the orders of L and �i the orders ofL at P . Then for the valuation vP (R(L)) �Pdim(L)i=1 (�i � "i) and equality holdsif and only if det(��i"j�)i;j 6= 0 in k.Proof. [17] Let L be de�ned by E and V such that vP (E) = 0. We take � :F �! k((�)) to be a P -adic expansion map. Let wi be a basis of V with�(wi) = ��i +O(��i+1). Using Lemma 9 we obtaindet��(D("i)x (wj))�i;j = det���j"i���j�"i +O(��j�"i+1)�i;j= det���j"i���j +O(��j+1)�i;j � ��Pi "i= det���j"i��i;j � �Pi(�i�"i) +O(�1+Pi(�i�"i)):Lemma 18 If " is an order of L and � 2 Z�0 such that �"�� 6= 0 in k then � isalso an order of L. In particular, if p = 0 or p > deg(L) then 0; : : : ; dim(L)� 1are the orders of L.Proof. [17] Let �1; : : : ; �n be the orders of L at P and "1; : : : ; "n the ordersof L. If 0 � �1 < � � � < �n are integers such that det(��i�j�)i;j 6= 0 in k then"i � �i for 1 � i � n. Indeed, as in the proof of Theorem 17, det(D(�i)x (wj))i;j =det(��i�j�)i;j�Pi(�i��i) + � � � 6= 0. The assertion now follows from Proposition 15.Since �"�� 6= 0 we have 0 � � � ". Since � = 0 is an order we may assume� > 0. Let r be the largest integer such that "r < �. The matrix consistingof the rows (�"1"i�; : : : ; �"r"i�; � ""i�) for 1 � i � r and (�"1� �; : : : ; �"r� �; �"��) is uppertriangular and has determinant �"�� 6= 0 in k. By the �rst paragraph of theproof applied to a suitable linear subsystem of L we have "r+1 � � and hence� = "r+1 by the de�nition of r. The second statement follows from the �rst andProposition 13.We remark that �"�� 6= 0 mod p if and only if � � 0 and the p-adic expansionof � is coe�cientwise less than or equal to the p-adic expansion of ".



Corollary 19 Let "i be the orders of L and �i the orders of L at P . The rami�-cation divisor R(L) is e�ective and of degree deg(R(L)) = (2g�2)(Pdim(L)i=1 "i)+dim(L) deg(L). We have "i � �i and equality holds for all 1 � i � dim(L) if andonly if P is not in the support of R(L).Corollary 20 The D-Weierstrass places are precisely the places of degree onein the support of R(L) where L is the complete linear system de�ned by W �D.The D-gap numbers of F=k are "1 + 1; : : : ; "dim(L) + 1 for "i the orders of L.Proof. For Corollary 19 combine Theorem 17 and Proposition 15. For Corol-lary 20 combine Corollary 19 and Proposition 12.The weight of a D-Weierstrass place P is de�ned to be vP (R(L)). Also, R(L)is called D-rami�cation divisor and, for D = 0, rami�cation divisor of F=k.From the preceding discussion it is clear that the D-Weierstrass places arethe places of degree one of F=k where the specialization of the generic place isnot stable. The use of di�erentials is just the use of generic PF -adic expansions.6 Algorithms for Di�erentiations and Weierstrass Places6.1 Di�erentiationsIn characteristic zero we have D(j)x (a) = j!�1dja=dxj for all j 2 Z�0. Thecomputation of D(j)x (a) can therefore be reduced to iteratively compute thederivation d=dx, which is easily achieved. In characteristic p > 0 howeverD(j)x (a)cannot be computed in this way. Theorem 10 suggests that D(j)x (a) be computedas the j-th coe�cient of the PF -adic expansion of a with respect to the localuniformizer x�x�. For this there are well known techniques like Hensel or Newtonlifting available. As it turns out we can do computations even more e�ectively,which will be described now.Theorem 21 Assume p > 0. Let l; r; s 2 Z�0 with l � 1, s < pl and let a 2 F .There are unique �i 2 F such that a =Ppl�1i=0 �pli xi and for these we haveD(rpl+s)x (a) = pl�1Xi=0 �is�D(r)x (�i)plxi�s: (22)Proof. The �i are obtained by representing a in the basis 1; x; : : : ; xpl�1 of theF pl-vector space F . Next we note that �rpl+srpl � = 1 mod p. Indeed, if s > 0 then�rpl+s�1rpl�1 � = 0 mod p since rpl + s is not divisible by pl. Using the additivity ofbinomial coe�cients we obtain �rpl+srpl � = �rpl+s�1rpl � mod p. Hence we may assumes = 0. But then �rplrpl� = 1 and in conclusion �rpl+srpl � = 1 mod p, as claimed. Usingthe iterativity property we obtainD(rpl+s)x = D(rpl)x �D(s)x : (23)



From De�nition 7 we have Dx(xj) = Dx(x)j = (x + t)j = Pji=0 �ji�xj�iti.This means D(i)x (xj) = �ji�xj�i. Now let b; c 2 F be arbitrary. Again fromthe de�nition we see that Dx(bpl) = Dx(b)pl . Reading o� coe�cients yieldsD(i)x (bpl) = 0 for i 6= 0 mod pl. Using Dx(bplc) = Dx(bpl)Dx(c) and s < pl wethus obtain D(s)x (bplc) = bplD(s)x (c), and combining these observations givesD(s)x (a) = pl�1Xi=0 �is��pli xi�s: (24)For 0 � j < pl we have D(rpl)x (xj) = 0 and D(rpl)x (bpl) = D(r)x (b)pl . Similarly asabove this yields D(rpl)x (bplxj) = D(r)x (b)plxj and applying D(rpl)x to both sidesof equation (24) proves equation (22).In order to compute di�erentiations using Theorem 21 we need to �nd p-thpower representations a = Pi �pi xi. One way of achieving this is to realize Fas an inseparable extension of F p of degree p. The following algorithm howevergives an easy to implement alternative.Algorithm 25 (Power representation)Input: A function �eld F=k with separating element x and a 2 F .Output: Elements �i 2 F such that a =Pp�1i=0 �pi xi1. Set a0 := a and aj := j�1daj�1=dx for 1 � j < p.2. Set bp�1 := ap�1. For j = p� 2; : : : ; 0 set bj := aj �Pp�1i=j+1 �ij�bixi�j .3. Return �i := b1=pi for 0 � i < p.Proof. We have aj = D(j)x (a) for 0 � j < p and D(j)x (a) =Pp�1i=j �ij��pi xi�j . Thisshows that the algorithm indeed computes the �i.Algorithm 26 (Di�erentiations I)Input: A function �eld F=k with separating element x, an integer j � 0 andan element a 2 F .Output: The di�erentiation D(j)x (a).1. If j = 0 then return a.2. Write j = rp+ s with r; s 2 Z�0 and s < p.3. Compute e := D(s)x (a) = (s!)�1dsa=dxs.4. If r = 0 then return e.5. Write e =Pp�1i=0 �pi xi using algorithm 25.6. Compute �i := D(r)x (�i) using Algorithm 26 recursively.7. Return Pp�1i=0 �pi xi.Proof. The correctness of the algorithm follows from Theorem 21, equation (24).



We could use equation (22) directly in Algorithm 26. However, it is moree�ective to apply step 3 �rst since in the p-th power representation computationafterwards more of the �i will be zero.Algorithm 26 can be improved in two ways. Firstly, suppose we want to com-pute the �rst n di�erentiations of an element. Applying Algorithm 26 for thesevalues takesO(n2) derivation computations d=dx altogether. We can however ob-tain an iterative version using only O(ndlogp(n)e) derivation computations d=dxas follows. Let a = Pp�1i=0 �pi xi and assume that we have computed D(rp+s)x (a).If s < p� 1 we compute D(rp+s+1)x (a) = (s+1)�1d(D(rp+s)x (a))=dx. If s = p� 1we compute D(rp+s+1)x (a) = D((r+1)p)x (a) = Pp�1i=0 D(r+1)x (�i)pxi applying thisstrategy recursively to the values D(r)x (�i) (which have to be stored). In the fol-lowing let N denote a function on the symbols a; s; b; L which is thought of as aset of symbol-value pairs. The subscript i on a tuple denotes the i-th entry.Algorithm 27 (Recursion)Input: The function N .Output: The changed function N .1. If N(s) < p� 1 then compute N(s) := N(s) + 1, N(b) := N(s)�1dN(b)=dxand return N . Terminate.2. If N(L) is unde�ned then compute N(a) = Pp�1i=0 �pi xi using Algorithm 25and de�ne N(L) := ( f (a; �i); (s; 0); (b; �i) g j 0 � i � p� 1 ).3. Set N(s) := 0 and compute N(L) := (Recursion(N(L)i) j 0 � i � p� 1 ),N(b) :=Pp�1i=0 (N(L)i(b))pxi.4. Return N.Algorithm 28 (Di�erentiations II)Input: The function �eld F=k with separating element x and an a 2 F .Output: The di�erentiations D(0)x (a); D(1)x (a); : : : .1. Set N := f (a; a); (s; 0); (b; a) g.2. Repeat returning N(b) and rede�ning N := Recursion(N).Proof. The validity of the algorithm follows from the above considerations. Forthe running time statement we observe that computing D(j0)x (a); : : : ; D(j0+pj)x (a)for j0+pj < pj+1 takes � (j+1)pj derivation computations. This is clearly truefor j = 0. Computing p times pj successive di�erentiations costs � p(j + 1)pj +ppj = (j+2)pj+1 derivation computations so the assertion follows by induction.We remark that the number of elements to be stored in Algorithm 26 and 28is O(n) as opposed to O(1) in characteristic zero.For the second improvement we observe that the di�erentiations have (de-pending on the representation of F=k) certain denominators which can be esti-mated. Dealing with numerators and denominators separately can save expensiveelement inversions and gcd computations. To be more explicit, let F = k(x; y)with f(x; y) = 0 and f 2 k[x; z] irreducible, monic and separable in the secondvariable z. We denote the derivative of f with respect to y by f 0(x; y).



Proposition 29 We have bj+1f 0(x; y)2j�1D(j)x (a=b) 2 k[x; y] for a; b 2 k[x; y]with b 6= 0 and j � 1.Proof. The D(j)x (a) are the coe�cients of the PF -adic expansion of a 2 eF withrespect to the prime element x � x�. The proof follows by investigating thedenominators which arise in an univariate Newton lifting. We leave the detailsto the reader.If F=k is represented as the �eld of fractions of the coordinate ring of a non-plane a�ne curve, multivariate Newton lifting has to be used instead so thatf 0(x; y) is replaced by the Jacobian determinant in an appropriate manner.6.2 Weierstrass PlacesThe algorithm for computing Weierstrass places is now fairly straightforward bythe previous discussion.Algorithm 30 (Weierstrass places)Input: A function �eld F=k with separating element x and a divisor D.Output: The D-gap numbers and D-Weierstrass places.1. Compute the canonical divisor W := (dx).2. If dim(W�D) = 0 then the rami�cation divisor of the complete linear systemde�ned by W�D is zero and there are no D-gap numbers and D-Weierstrassplaces. Terminate.3. Compute a basis v1; : : : ; vn of L(W �D).4. Set "1 := 0, M := (v1; : : : ; vn), i := 1, " := 0 and G := fg.5. Let i := i+ 1. If i > n then go to step 8.6. Let " := "+ 1. If �"g� 6= 0 in k for some g 2 G then G := G [ f"g and repeatstep 6.7. Let M 0 2 F i�n be the matrix obtained by appending (D(")x (v1); : : : ; D(")x (vn))to M . If rankM 0 > rankM then M := M 0, "i := " and go to step 5.Otherwise let G := G [ f"g and go to step 6.8. Compute the rami�cation divisor R := (det(M))+(Pni=1 ")(dx)+n(W �D)of the complete linear system de�ned by W �D.9. Return "1 + 1; : : : ; "n + 1 and the degree one places in the support of R.Proof. The algorithm is correct by Corollary 20, Lemma 18 and Proposition 4.The most expensive part of Algorithm 30 is the computation of the ordersand the Wronskian determinant. The di�erentiations are best computed usingAlgorithm 28. In order to check that the rank has increased it is convenientto work with an echelonized version of M instead, in order to save subsequentechelonization work. Additionally, the denominators of the di�erentiations as inProposition 29 can be treated separately in the linear algebra.Let F 0 = Fk1 be the constant �eld extension of F by k1 and conF 0=F theconorm map from F to F 0. Since Dx is extended by k1-linearity to F 0 we have



R(conF 0=F (L)) = conF 0=F (R(L)). We can thus compute conF 0=F (D)-Weierstrassplaces over the larger constant �eld k1 without really having to work in k1. Iffor example k1 is the algebraic closure of k then any place P in the supportof R(L), L the complete linear system de�ned by W �D, gives rise to deg(P )many Galois conjugate D-Weierstrass places de�ned over the splitting �eld ofthe residue class �eld of P . This results in a very e�ective way of computingWeierstrass places and their �elds of de�nition without extending the constant�eld.Finally we remark that Algorithm 30 can clearly also be used to computerami�cation divisors and orders of arbitrary linear systems.7 Special Models of Algebraic CurvesAs an application we describe in this section how the preceding sections maybe used to compute a special model of the curve such that projection onto oneof the variables gives a map to P1 of low degree. Equivalently, given a function�eld with some generators, try to �nd other generators such that one of themgenerates a rational sub�eld of small index, and return the equations they satisfy.More speci�cally, assume P is a place of degree one of the function �eld F=k.For the �rst pole number r of P we have in general r � g + 1. However, if P isa Weierstrass place we may hope that r is considerably smaller than g + 1. Fora hyperelliptic function �eld we would for example have r = 2 while in generalwe cannot expect to be better than roughly r = g=2. Now, if we are given x 2 Fsuch that its pole divisor satis�es (x)1 = rP we know [F : k(x)] = r and thushave a rational sub�eld of small index. The strategy is to use such places in thefollowing algorithm. Note that in order to obtain a Weierstrass place of degreeone it might be necessary to work with a constant �eld extension.Algorithm 31 (Special model)Input: A function �eld F=k with separating element a1 and generators ai suchthat F = k(a1)[a2; : : : ; an]. A place P of degree one.Output: Return a separating element b1 and generators b2; : : : ; br such that F =k(b1)[b2; : : : ; br], together with a non-singular a�ne model given by thealgebraic relations between the bi. The bi are expressed in the ai. Thenumber r is the �rst pole number of P .1. Compute the �rst pole number r of P together with an element b1 2 F suchthat (b1)1 = rP .2. Let i := 1 and d1 := 0.3. If i = r goto step 5. Otherwise let i := i+ 1.4. Compute the smallest pole number di of P such that di 6= dj mod r for1 � j < i. Compute an element bi 2 F such that (bi)1 = diP . Goto step 3.5. Using linear algebra over k compute �i;j;� 2 k[b1] with deg(�i;j;�) � (di +dj � d�)=r such that �i;j;1 +Pr�=2 �i;j;�b� = bibj for 2 � i; j � r.6. Return the bi and the equations computed in the previous step.



Proof. See also [7, Section 7]. Considering the degree function deg = �vP andusing a Gr�obner reduction (or saturation) argument one can easily see that the biexist and that 1; b2; : : : ; br forms a k[b1]-basis of the integral closure Cl(k[b1]; F ).Thus bibj can be expressed as a k[b1]-linear combination of the basis, and theseequations give a full description of Cl(k[b1]; F ). The degree bound for the �i;j;�follows because there is no degree cancellation possible since di 6= dj mod r.If we additionally apply the inversion algorithm given below we may skipstep 5 and obtain the model from the inversion algorithm.Remark 32 Homogenizing this a�ne model yields a non-singular weighted pro-jective model if b1 and the homogenizing variable are counted with weight 1 andbi with weight ddi=re for 2 � i � r. Also, one can show ddi=re � d(2g�1)=re+1which gives the bound 2d(2g � 1)=re + 2 for the degrees of the models. We fur-ther note that r and the di are not in general a minimal set of generators ofthe Weierstrass semigroup at P . Accordingly, there can be relations of the formbj = Qj�1i=1 bmii with mi 2 Z�0 leading to the elimination of variables from themodel. Further improvements in this direction are possible.For g = 0 one could ask whether the function �eld F=k is rational. There areno Weierstrass places available but the canonical class contains a divisor W ofdegree�2. Then dim(�W ) = 3 andD := (a)�W for non constant a 2 L(�W )nkis an e�ective divisor of degree 2. There is hence a place P of degree one or two inD which we can compute. After a possible quadratic constant �eld extension bythe residue class �eld of P we can assume deg(P ) = 1. Then for x 2 L(P )nk wehave F = k(x). If we want to avoid a constant �eld extension when deg(P ) = 2we can compute a conic as the algebraic relation between the two non constantelements in L(P ). On the conic we could then try to �nd a rational point [3].For a further discussion see [9].For g = 1 one could ask whether the function �eld F=k is elliptic. Again,there are no Weierstrass places available but if we are given a place of degreeone, Algorithm 31 can be applied to obtain a Weierstrass model (the trace termshould additionally be eliminated in characteristic 6= 2). For a further discussionsee [8].For g � 2 one could ask whether the function �eld F=k is hyperelliptic. In thiscase there exist Weierstrass places which can be used as input for Algorithm 31 toobtain a hyperelliptic model, after a possible constant �eld extension. However,there is a generally better method available which is able to work with any placeof degree one, see [10].InversionAlgorithm 31 represents the bi in the generators ai of the function �eld. It isdesirable to also have expressions for the generators ai in terms of the bi. We con-sider the following general problem: Let k(a1)[a2; : : : ; an] and k(b1)[b2; : : : ; bm] betwo representations of the same function �eld F=k with a1 and b1 separating. As-sume k(a1)[a2; : : : ; an] = k(a1)[x2; : : : ; xn]=I for some prime ideal I of dimension



zero and bi = fi(a2; : : : ; an) with fi 2 k(a1)[x2; : : : ; xn]. The problem is to com-pute J with k(b1)[b2; : : : ; bm] = k(b1)[y2; : : : ; ym]=J , and gj 2 k(b1)[y2; : : : ; ym]such that aj = gj(b2; : : : ; bm). In other words, the problem is to compute thealgebraic relations between the other generators and invert the isomorphismgiven by the expression of the bi in the aj . To achieve this let Ta be the ideal ofk(a1)[x2; : : : ; xn; y1; : : : ; ym] generated by I and yi�fi(x2; : : : ; xn) for 1 � i � m.We have that Ta is a prime ideal because of the linearity of the added expres-sions and since I is prime. Furthermore, a Gr�obner basis of Ta consists of aGr�obner basis of I together with the elements yi� fi(x2; : : : ; xn) for 1 � i � m.The elimination ideal Ta \ k(a1)[y1] is then also prime and contains a monicirreducible generator ma. Clearly ma is the minimal polynomial of b1 overk(a1). By substituting b1 for y1 in Ta we obtain a prime ideal T 0a such thatk(a1)[b1][x2; : : : ; xn; y2; : : : ; ym]=T 0a �= F . From ma we obtain the minimal poly-nomial mb of a1 over k(b1) and k(a1)[b1] �= k(b1)[a1]. According to this isomor-phism we can rewrite T 0a into T 0b such that k(b1)[a1][x2; : : : ; xn; y2; : : : ; ym]=T 0b �=F . Reversing the above construction symmetrically we �rst obtain Tb by substi-tuting x1 for a1 and then J = k(b1)[y2; : : : ; ym] \ Tb. Furthermore, �nding thenormal forms of the variables xi for 1 � i � n mod T 0b with respect to the lexico-graphical term order gives the gi. The above intersections and the last reductionstep can be carried out by Gr�obner basis computations.8 Examples8.1 Weierstrass PlacesWe consider the function �eld F=k de�ned by y7 + y = x4 over F49 . Its genusis 9 and it has 176 places of degree one, the maximal number possible for this�nite �eld and genus. Using the algorithms in section 6 we compute the followingdata. The gap numbers of F=k are 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 8; 9; 10; 15. All 176 places of degreeone are Weierstrass places. There are 8 Weierstrass places of weight 9 with gapnumbers 1; 2; 3; 5; 6; 9; 10; 13; 17 and 168 Weierstrass places of weight 5 with gapnumbers 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 9; 10; 11; 17. The rami�cation divisor has degree 912. Thewhole computation takes about 30s on a 600MHz computer, using Magma [1, 2].8.2 Special ModelsWe consider the function �eld F=k de�ned by y10 + 4y7 + xy6 + (4x5 + x2)y5 +3x5y2+2x6y+4x10+x7 = 0 over F5 . Its genus is 6 and the rami�cation divisorcontains four places of degree 1 and weights 1; 10; 11; 13, two places of degree 2and weights 1; 13, one place of degree 3 and weight 1, and 14 places of degree 6and weights 1; : : : ; 1; 11. In Algorithm 31 we take the Weierstrass place of degree1 and weight 10 which has 3 as its �rst pole number. We obtain the a�ne modelwith Gr�obner basis x7 � yz + 1; y2 � z, hence the plane model y3 = x7 + 1.We further obtain b1 = a1=(2a1 + a2) and b2 = 2a1 + a2, and for the inverserepresentation a1 = b1=(b71 + 1)b42 and a2 = (3b1 + 1)=(b71 + 1)b42. The internalintegral basis computation takes about 2:6s. The rami�cation divisor is then
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